What Parents
and Professionals
Have Shared
“My sister-in-law suffered infant loss and it was a
tragic and eye-opening experience. Working in
healthcare, I never realized what a gap in
support that exists for families of infant loss.”

— Pam, Healthcare Administrator
when a little more time means a lot

“The time and memories this cradle provides are so
important for grieving families. The Caring Cradle
allows families who thought they would spend a
lifetime with their loved baby, time to say goodbye
and create memories in a respectable way. It truly is
an immeasurable gift.”

— Brittany Martin
President
The Jaxon Kade Foundation, Inc

Please contact us with any questions
863-825-3196
admin@caringcradle.com

“In the event of a stillbirth, those hours are often
fraught with labor and delivery complications and
medication side effects. The Caring Cradle gives
parents time right away. Creating memories where
there are none. Giving families the gift of time. Time
they will never get back after it is gone.”

— Catie MacDonald
Communications Director
The Jaxon Kade Foundation, Inc
The Caring Cradle is a product by

PO Box 93215 Lakeland, FL 33804

No staff monitoring required.
No water, chemicals, or
servicing required.

Removable mattress
swaddles the baby, helping to
cool while cuddling.

Simple operation.
Plug in and ready to use
in 30 minutes.

Hospital grade cord equipped with
U.S, 3-pin, grounded power cord.

Designed, engineered,
& assembled in the U.S.A.

The Caring Cradle is a device
that offers a more dignified,
comfortable way for parents and
families to spend time with their
baby immediately following infant
loss. By cooling the precious body
of a baby, the natural changes
that occur in death are slowed.
This allows parents memory
making time; out of town family
to arrive; pictures to be taken;
and above all the ability to hold,
rock, bathe, and cuddle the baby
without worry or rush.

No alarms to startle the family
during their private time.

Constructed for easy sanitation
using hospital-grade cleaners.

No consumables required
everything included.

